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Abstract
Market demands lead companies to improve their processes by implementing quality management. Quality management
is inserted to support decision-making in quality control assessments to allow variability reduction, achieving
homogeneity when added to the standardization of methodologies, which is the main characteristic desired by the
industry. Our study seek to analyze if quality control of silvicultural operations in a forest-based company showed an
increased compliance index between 2012 and 2016; and to analyze the efficiency of quality control evaluation through
comparative analyzes with the methodology proposed by Shewhart for the most outlier operation. The evaluations
have shown that quality assessments did not present a regular evolutionary pattern in the period evaluated. The
herbicide application activity was the most outlier operation, since it did not show a trend for constant improvement.
Keywords: continuous improvement, quality management, forest plantations.

1. INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES
The constant evolution of the consumer market and
its demands for products with increasingly high quality
have triggered a search for continuous improvement and
enhancement in the productive chains processes of all sectors.
Forest market is not an exception, since the sector plays an
essential role in Brazilian economy. It has incorporated quality
control practices in its activities of operations, from the first
sector until the end of the chain.
Benefits such as increased competitiveness, maximized
forest productivity, uniformity and compliance in the quality
of operations, and, consequently, greater profitability, as well
as certifications are factors that lead to quality management,
assisting in strategic and most tactical decision-making
processes (Vettorazzi & Ferraz, 2000).
According to Milan & Fernandes (2002), “quality is the
reduction of variability. The lower the variability the better
the reliability and acceptance of the product or service”. The
information produced by the quality evaluations allow to
identify failures, requiring faster corrective actions by reducing
productivity loss.
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Investment in quality must be well-founded; major
challenges are assumed with a long-term vision and changing
the managerial posture is also important. Achieving the desired
quality means involving people in the production process,
motivating them to contribute to the improvement of this
process. Thus, the quality tools are elements that facilitate the
implementation of the participatory quality system, aiming
at continuous process improvement (Trindade et al., 2007).
The use of suitable quality tools plays a key role in
a quality control assessment. According to Giron et al.
(2013), the control charts currently compose one of the
most widely used quality methodologies in the control of
processes and products based on statistical analyses. The
process is constantly monitored, through centralization
(verified through the average) and dispersion (estimated by
standard deviation or amplitude). Control charts are divided
into two categories: variables and attributes. Variables are
based on continuous distributions, pointing to data that
can be measured or that undergo continuous variations.
The control charts by attributes are based on discrete
distributions, of dichotomous nature, in which the data
can only be counted or classified (Christino et al., 2010).
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The usual standardized process definition is enabling
companies to reach higher performance and quality in their
activities. Following the standard means that the activity
will be always performed using a predefined optimal way,
regardless the person involved (Schafermeyer et al., 2010).
Therefore, activity standardization becomes even more
important when it is developed by several people and
outsourced companies, because these factors hinder the
homogeneity of operations, making quality control vital to
the production process, since the failure in the beginning of
the process will entail a higher cost at the end of the chain.
In this context, our study sought was to analyze if the
quality control of silvicultural operations in a forest-based
company showed an increased compliance index between
2012 and 2016; and to analyze the efficiency of the quality
control evaluation through comparative analysis with the
methodology proposed by Shewhart for the most outlier
operation.

phase, the OC is audited by the contractor’s own team and
the evaluation follows the same methodology of the first
phase. It occurs randomly, and without a pre-defined time
interval. Finally, in the third phase, the management team
analyzes the information collected in the two previous
stages, and suggests actions for improvement.
The activities evaluated were:
•

Seedlings quality: the evaluation occurred at the time
of expedition, after the boxing of the seedlings in the
nursery. The parameters evaluated were: height of the
seedlings, root collar diameter, non-rustified seedlings,
broken and/or bifurcated seedlings, phytosanitary,
active roots and substrate inconsistency.

•

Planting: the operation occurred in two ways: the manually
and mechanically planting hole. In the manual plantation
system, the operators performed the “irrigation ditch”, which
is the process of demarcating an area of approximately
30 cm × 30 cm and 10 cm deep with the foot, planting
the seeds in the center. The irrigation ditch sought to
keep the hydrogel water contained near the seedling. In
the mechanical plantation system, the “irrigation ditch”
was demarcated by the subsoil at the moment of soil
preparation. The quality of this activity was determined
through the analysis of the size and depth of the irrigation
ditch and the analysis of the seedlings planted: number
of seedlings tortuous planted, drowned (root collar
covered by soil) and lack of firmness. The parameters
evaluated in the manual plantation system were (i) size
and depth of the irrigation ditch, (ii) firmness of the
seedling, (iii) drowning, (iv) tortuosity of planting, and
(v) broken seedling. In the mechanical plantation system,
the distance between plants was evaluated instead of the
size and depth of the irrigation ditch. The analysis of the
seedlings planted followed the same parameters of the
planting hole system.

•

Application of herbicides: the application occurred in
two ways: with protected bar (application in the space
between rows) and with long bar without protection
(application in total area). The evaluation considered the
amount (dosage/ha) of the product used for spraying,
and if such dosage was within the recommended dosage
for the area. Several parameters were collected for
the flow rate calculation and uniformity: (i) the time
of the tractor to cover 50 meters; (ii) the size of the
implement (long unprotected bar or protected bar);
(iii) distance between nozzles; (iv) nozzle height; (v)
flow rate; and (vi) uniformity of application.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Our study was developed in a company that uses eucalyptus
trees as raw material to wood panels. It is located in the
interior of the Brazilian state of São Paulo, in the macroregion of Sorocaba, under the influence of the Cfa climate,
according to the Köppen classification, with a 20.2 °C average
temperature, and an 1,236 mm average annual rainfall. The
area has soils predominantly classified as sandy clay loam,
and the relief is mild, slightly undular to flat.

2.1. Data collection
The silvicultural process was analyzed, specifically: (i)
seedlings expedition; (ii) soil preparation; (iii) herbicide
application; (iv) planting; and (v) mechanized fertilization.
The sampled data was obtained from a database of the
quality control sector of the period between 2012 and 2016.

2.2. Evaluation of operations
The evaluations were conducted following the technical
procedures of the company, resulting in a general grade for
the operation, ranging from 0 to 100%, since the objective
stipulated by the company was 90% of conformity. With
the data collected, graphs were generated for analysis and
control, which are the main management tool for operations.
The quality assessment occurs in three levels. In the
first phase, the outsourced company (OC) performs daily
evaluation according to a technical procedure, all failures
identified are corrected at the moment. In the second
2
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•

Soil preparation: the evaluation consisted of the sum
of two evaluations: subsoiling and fertilization. The
objective was to verify the subsoiling quality (size
and angle of the furrow), the amount of fertilizer
applied per hectare and its proper depth in the
soil. The parameters evaluated were: (i) the time of
the tractor to cover 50 meters; (ii) fertilizer dosage;
(iii) furrow depths; (iv) fertilizer depths; and (v)
furrow angle.

•

Fertilization: the evaluation considered only the
amount of fertilizer per hectare.

For each item evaluated by operation, an empirical weight
was assigned by the evaluated company. These weights were
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adopted for the evaluations in our study, the standard values
are found in Table 1.
To analyze the quality grade, we used variable control charts
and graphs based on the methodology proposed by Shewhart
using the concept of statistical process control (SPC). The
conventions used in the graphs were described as lower control
limit (LCL), upper control limit (UCL) and centerline (C). Limits
resulted from statistical analysis and were determined according
to the process variability, that is, the centerline was defined by
the average of the process and upper and lower control limits
were estimated based on the standard deviation of the variables
(for UCL, average plus three times the standard deviation, and
for LCL, average minus three times the deviation). Zero was
considered as the minimum value of the lower limit in cases in
which they were negative (Trindade et al., 2007).

Table 1. Weight of each parameter evaluated in the operations.
Evaluated item

Operation

Weight/item (%)

Height

Seedlings

10

Root collar diameter

Seedlings

15

Rusticity

Seedlings

20

Bifurcation

Seedlings

5

Leaf health

Seedlings

10

Active roots

Seedlings

20

Substrate consistency

Seedlings

20

Size and depth of the irrigation ditch or distance between plants

Planting

20

Firmness of the seedling

Planting

20

Depth of seedling (drowning)

Planting

20

Alignment of substrate (tortuosity)

Planting

20

Seedling quality (broken)

Planting

20

Herbicide

50

Uniformity
Flow rate

Herbicide

50

Fertilizer dosage – 1

Soil preparation

20

Fertilizer dosage – 2

Soil preparation

20

Furrow depth

Soil preparation

20

Fertilizer depth – 1

Soil preparation

20

Fertilizer depth – 2

Soil preparation

20

Fertilization

100

Fertilizer dosage

3. RESULTS
Table 2 shows the statistical analysis of the samples
separated by operation between 2012 and 2016.
We considered the average compliance index of the
operations evaluated (seedlings, planting, herbicide, soil
Floresta e Ambiente 2020; 27(2): e20170901

preparation, and fertilization) per year to obtain a general
average index of activities, as shown in Figure 1. We noticed
an increase in the general compliance index up to 2015, and
stabilization between 2015 and 2016. The index is currently
within the range acceptable by the company, that is, above
90% of conformity.
3
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Table 2. Results from the sampling in the evaluated operations.
Evaluated operations

Parameter

Seedlings

Planting

Herbicide

Soil preparation

Fertilization

Sample average

94%

93%

77%

86%

87%

Standard deviation

4%

4%

21%

16%

26%

Coefficient of variation

4%

4%

27%

18%

30%

Standard error

1%

1%

9%

3%

4%

93–96%

92–94%

68–86%

83–89%

83–91%

95%
90%
85%
80%
75%
70%

2012

2013

2014

Compliance
index

2015

2016

Goal

Figure 1. Evolution of the average compliance index of silviculture
operations (2012-2016).

However, greater variations were observed in the activity
compliance index when each operation were analyzed separately
(Figure 2). Although the data of seedling and planting quality
control showed variations without upward trend from the
outset, they were above the pre-established 90% compliance
standard for the entire period evaluated. Soil preparation and
fertilization showed increased performance in the analyzed
period. Nevertheless, they were below the average required by
the company (90%) at the beginning of the analyzed period
(2012); both are above the minimum required in 2015, and
the continuous improvement in the process was noted by the
ascendancy of the curve. Regarding the application of herbicide,
we observed abrupt changes in the pattern, the activity started
with the target compliance in 2013, after that, in 2014, there was
a 20% decrease in the compliance index, in 2015 it was above
de minimum, decreasing again in 2016.
In some cases, the average value of the data series does not
represent the real situation as a result of the grade amplitude.

4

This is this reason why a percentage of sample conformity of
all evaluations accomplished for each activity and year was
calculated. The values are shown in Figure 3. The herbicide
activity showed a 90% average compliance index in 2013 when
the information in both graphs were compared; however,
50% of the evaluations were below de goal. The goal is to
have 100% of the samples above 90% compliance index, as
showed in the herbicide activity in 2015 and in seedlings and
soil preparation, in 2016. Following the same tendency as in
the Figure 2, the operation of herbicide application was the
most outlier operation because most samples were below the
goal, without a trend of constant improvement due to the
decreased percentage of sample conformity between 2013
and 2014, in opposition the established hypothesis between
2015 and 2016. Although the other activities were below the
goal, they showed an increasing trend.
100%
Average compliance index

Compliance index

Confidence interval

95%
90%
85%
80%
75%
70%
65%

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Seedlings

Planting

Herbicide

Soil preparation

Fertilization

Goal

Figure 2. Quality control evolution of silvicultural operations.
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Figure 3. Percentage of sample compliance for seedlings, planting, herbicide, soil preparation and fertilization, between 2012 and 2016.

The indicators that determined the quality grade of
herbicide operations were flow rate and uniformity, i.e.
if the equipment was calibrated for the recommended
dosage and if the herbicide was evenly distributed. As
the flow rate is calculated according to each situation,
there is no standard fixed value for the flow rate. This is
the reason why the flow rate applied to each sample was
evaluated using control charts, as shown in Figure 4. Note
that the samples differed significantly. In this case, values
close to zero represented better results, negative values
meant that the dosage was lower than the recommended,

consequently values above zero represented a higher dosage
than recommended.
Uniformity is determined by the coefficient of variation
(CV), in which the ideal values are close to zero. Since smaller
values indicate greater uniformity, the higher the coefficient of
variation, the greater the irregularity of the operation. According
to the control chart, as shown in Figure 5, a 25% coefficient
of variation was accepted as the centerline, that is, 1.7 times
higher than the maximum recommended in the literature. The
maximum limit established by the company was 10%, that is,
71% of the process samples were out of operational control.
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Figure 4. Quality indicators – Herbicide: Flow rate variation.
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Figure 5. Quality indicators – Herbicide: Uniformity.

4. DISCUSSION

4.2. Planting

Milan & Fernandes (2002) affirm that the greater the
operation control, the lower the process variability, obtaining
results closer to the specifications. The data obtained in our study
contradict this statement. In the evaluations, we verified that
the expected operation quality did not occur for all activities
evaluated over time. This divergence between results may be
related to factors that were not controlled in the performed
samplings such as the lack of skilled workforce in the execution
of the evaluated activities. Another possibility is the sample
intensity of our study, which may have been insufficient or
even the methodology adopted, which could not have had the
intensity of evaluation that the activities required.

The planting quality is influenced by the seedlings quality
and the area preparation (subsoiling, basal fertilization and
weed control). According to Wilcken et al. (2008), planting
quality must have attention at the planting time, since the root
collar should always remain at ground level, to not expose
de roots or let the stem under the ground.
The planting was performed manually, thus suffering
a lot of variation due to the presence of more than one
person in the operation, showing the need of a workforce
trained according to the technical specifications to achieve
homogeneity. The activity showed compliance throughout
the analyzed period, as shown in Figure 2.
One of the parameters that mostly reduces the quality
grade of the activity is the indicator “size and depth” of the
irrigation ditch, since the hole is made with the operator’s
own foot, without the aid of any equipment. Moreover, all
the evaluated items had the same weight, so it would be ideal
to evaluate each one of these indicators and its correlation
with the good development of the forest and its productivity
in order to enable factors attribution with greater precision.

4.1. Seedlings
Regarding the quality evaluation of seedlings, according
to Silva et al. (2012), the morphological parameters are the
most used in determining the quality standard. The standard
evaluation adopted by the company is satisfactory and
includes the items suggested by the cited author: the height
of the seedling, root collar diameter, total dry matter weight,
aerial part dry matter weight, root dry matter weight, and
Dickson quality index (DQI), among others. Based on these
parameters, we could verify that the compliance index was
above the goal and increasing over time between 2012 and
2013; and the quality standard decreased (95% to 92%) in
2014, justified by the change in the minimum diameter of
seedlings. In 2016, the compliance index increased again,
reaching 96%, and the quality index for this activity was
uniform with 100% of samples within compliance.

6

4.3. Herbicide
Firstly, reaching the goal is necessary to achieve success
in the herbicide application, and knowing the deposition
characteristics regulated by the equipment, product and
application form is necessary to achieve adequate coverage of
the area by the product (Ferreira et al., 2009). The author also
mentions that, at each distance between application ranges
or between nozzles in the bar of a sprayer, there are varied
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uniformity overlapping patterns, which is a component for
the analysis of the coverage variability. The most indicated
tool in this situation is the CV. According to Fernandes et al.
(2007), values above 15% of CV indicate worn tips, different
tips in the bar, varied spacing between the nozzles and even
poor quality of the spray tips. These factors may have affected
the uniformity of the activity.
The outcome of herbicide evaluation was not appropriate yet
and the grades showed variation. By using the control charts,
we verified that the processes are not under control due to
points poorly distributed around the centerline, points outside
the control limits, besides ascending and descending periods
generating high variability in the process, thus admitting higher
limits of control, proving that the process does not follow a
standard. We could identify failures in the operation using the
charts; however, we could not identify the causes.
Moreover, the current evaluation analyzed only the
machinery calibration, without any connection with the
efficiency of the control, neither evaluated the time of
application, which are the most important factors for the
operational effectiveness. Bastiani et al. (2000) showed in an
experiment that control efficiency in advanced plants was
not achieved by comparing the application of an herbicide
in early stage and late stage weeds. Therefore, the planning of
the activities must be up to date, in order not to compromise
the quality of the operation besides the proper functioning
of the equipment.
Other influence items are suggested to be included in
the evaluation of herbicide application such as: water quality
(pH) and weed control efficiency. Mescalchin et al. (2013)
suggest indicators such as droplet density and percentage
of droplet coverage through hydrosensitive cards, in this
study the evaluation was performed through the Herbicat®
calibration case and distribution table.

4.4. Soil preparation
The quality evaluation of this activity was performed
with a graduated iron rod to verify soil preparation depth.
A soil portion was carefully removed to measure the shape
of the groove with the aid of a hoe. There are similarities
between this methodology and he one used by Gonçalves
et al. (2016), which suggest that subsoil quality assessments
should consider the depth, groove shape and distances
between rows, determining the depth using a graduated iron
rod and a template.
However, the methodology used in this study differs
from the methodology recommended by Gava (2003),
which indicates the use of a penetrograph to determinate
soil resistance in points distributed in the preparation
Floresta e Ambiente 2020; 27(2): e20170901
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groove. In this technique, the equipment generates graphs
as a result of the change in soil resistance. These graphs can
be compared with the technical procedure recommended
for the operation.
The data indicated that compliance index were lower than
the 90% standard adopted by the company in 2012, 2013 and
2014. In that period, the percentage of sample compliance
was 33%, 54% and 50%, respectively. In 2015 and 2016,
the index increased, reaching 98%, and 100% of samples
within compliance in 2016. This change in the percentages
of compliance may be associated with possible errors in the
methodology adopted.
We observed a decrease (2014) and uniformity (2016)
in the evaluations, as the methodological procedures were
consolidated.

4.5. Top fertilization
The conformity of the assessments has improved over the
years, increasingly becoming more consistent with the quality
grade established. Fertilization is essential for forest plantations
to reach adequate growth rates and productivity patterns
(Pereira et al., 2012). Thus, quality control in fertilization is
necessary, since quality fertilization in the correct period is
important to a more even forest development and to avoid
impairment in wood quality due to an irregular growth rate.
According to Wilcken et al. (2008), top fertilization seeks
to provide the soil with nutrients with high soil mobility such
as: nitrogen, potassium and boron. They should be located
in a continuous fillet, in the case of mechanized application,
30 cm from the Eucalyptus seedlings.
Thus, we observed that the distance of localization of
the fertilizer is important for the process. The distance was
not in the evaluation methodology, which considered only
the dosage/ha. Application distance should be another item
incorporated in the evaluation, since it interferes in planting
quality, then the quality grade could represent, in fact, the
condition of the operation.
Bazani et al. (2014) compared dosing data with and
without GPS controller to better understand the variability
in the fertilizer distribution in each situation. They found
that 82% of the data were within 10% variation with GPS
controller and only 12.5% of the data were within 10%
variation without the controller. This finding showed the
benefit of the implementation of a fertilization system with
GPS controller, with which it is possible to control the
amount and flow of the fertilizer by the speed of the tractor,
thus increasing the precision of the operation and making
the recommended amount to the plants available. Another
advantage is that the quality control seems to be performed
7
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integrally and no longer by sampling, eliminating sample
errors and the need of a collection team. The company did
not use this methodology.
The addition of indicators to be evaluated allow greater
control and, consequently, a higher quality of the activity
and the forest plantation. Thus, we could observe that the
evaluation performed by the company can be complemented,
in addition to the dosage, the distance between the fillet of
fertilizer and the plant, the adoption of precision systems
as well as the quality of the fertilizer used. Currently, the
quality grade is based upon only one parameter (dosage/
ha) that is regulated by the tractor, that is, if the tractor is
well regulated the grade will be 100%. However, if the other
factors that may affect the operation quality are not observed,
the forest will not grow as expected and the quality control
will not achieve its goal.

5. CONCLUSIONS
•

•

Three evaluated activities (seedlings, herbicide and soil
preparation) had uniform compliance index (100% of
samples) in one of the evaluation years;

•

In most years, the evaluated activities had samples with
a compliance index lower than the goal stipulated by
the company (90% compliance);

•

•

•

•

8

Quality assessments did not present a regular evolutionary
pattern in the period evaluated;

In the period of the evaluations, the seedling and
planting activities had higher compliance index than
the company stipulated;
The herbicide application activity was the most outlier
operation, the compliance index was lower than the
goal stipulated by the company in 2014 and 2016, and
it did not show a trend for constant improvement.
The soil preparation activity showed a compliance
index that increasingly evolves between 2012 and
2016, except for the year 2014, which was lower than
2013, reaching uniformity in 2016, with 100% of the
samples above the index;
The fertilization activity showed an increased compliance
index between 2012 and 2015, with a decrease in 2016.
The activity did not present 100% of the samples with
compliance in any of the evaluated years.
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